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r started racing my altered in 2004 .For quite some time r raced in
Modifíed Eliminator in the BB/IVLA class. when the RR/Ai class was
ct:eated in comp r decided to step up and race in the Group 2 bracket .

r am also a division delegate on the sth eld DC and u- 
"urt"otþ on the

National Ruúes Committee.

Proposed Amendment

That indexes for aII 'bupercharged" vehicles in Competition Eliminator
shall have a factor of 0.60 sec added to the relevant National Record.

currently, only supercharged classes beginning with the prefrxes of AA,/,
BB/and CC have the 0.60 index factor.
As Andra recognises three forms of superchargtng, these being BeIt
Driven, Turbochargtng and Chemical/ Nitrous Oxide(NzO)(pig" lg7) aII
classes with double or trþIe letter class prefrxes should har" ih" index
factor of 0.60.
At present it is possible to have two turbocharged vehicles racing each
other(fot eg-BB/A us EE/.Ð, one has an index factor of 0.60 and the other
an index factor of 0.50. How can this be fair?

An index change wiII not affect the safety ofparticþants or spectators at
aII.

r
Yes. rrauing aII the supercharged classes on an equal footing may
encourage racers to race in the class, whereas in the past they would have
seen the 0.70 di:fference in indexes as a disadvantage.

The racers of vehicles which curzentþ have a 0.r0 sec advantage may not
see this as a positive step! However, by making the class more-appealing
to potential racers aad thereby increasing competitor numbers, the
bracket as a whole wiII become more uiable.
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The very nature of this proposal is to cteate even competition, so yes!

Is the rule practical and en_forceable?

Yes. This rule change only requires the adjusting of some indexes and
rewordingparts of the rulebook.

Yes. There wiII be no cost to the competitors.

Eegards
GlennAnderson
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